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What’s in a title? For Executive Senior Partner Jaime Bergstrom, each word is significant and represents
an unwavering commitment to her work. Dedicated to delivering exceptional search and recruitment
services for mid to upper-level Accounting and Finance Executives, Jaime’s intelligent approach to
business is exemplified by a Seniority earned though experience and accomplishment. And the key piece
to her puzzle is the closing word – Jaime serves as an insightful and expert Partner to both clients and
candidates, skillfully identifying and creating long-term, productive, and results-oriented executive
recruitment matches.
With a corporate accounting and audit background as well as a decade of A&F recruitment experience,
Jaime’s firsthand appreciation, business acumen and insightful perspective enable her to deliver
outstanding results to companies in and around the Chicago area. Jaime’s knowledgeable focus allows
her to clearly understand her clients’ recruitment and hiring needs and to find the transcendent talent that
does not simply meet their requirements, but exceeds their expectations.
From financial services and insurance to manufacturing, construction and consumer goods, Jaime
consistently matches client companies with top A&F talent. Jaime’s functional expertise enables her to fill
vital management roles in accounting, tax, finance and treasury. Organized and hard-working, she
approaches each search opportunity with an earnest commitment to delivering candidates who combine
critical business knowledge, functional skill and cultural fit.
Joining Lucas Group almost ten years ago as a Staff Recruiter, Jaime has achieved consistent and ever
expanding success. Having been promoted time and again in recognition of her accomplishments, she
has helped to grow the company’s Chicago A&F practice into a powerhouse firm. A vested business
partner to her clients and an honest, knowledgeable consultant to her candidates, Jaime’s steadfast
integrity and knowledgeable objectivity combine to deliver remarkable search and recruitment results.
Jaime holds a B.S. in Accounting from Buena Vista University, and she served as a public accountant
prior to joining the executive search industry. Outside of business walls, Jaime enjoys spending time with
her husband, hiking and other outdoor adventures. She uses the fresh perspective gained during walks
and runs to deliver talent solutions that positively impact both companies and careers.
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